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Abstract 
One of the most popular abstract domains used for the analysis of logic programs i the 
domain Shar ing which expresses the fact that computed substitutions bind variables to 
terms containing common variables. Despite the fact that this domain is widely used and stud- 
ied, it is not yet known whether its abstract operations are complete or at least optimal. We 
solve this open question showing that the operations of lub and projection of Shar ing  are 
complete (and thus optimal), whereas that of unification is optimal, but not complete. 
© 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Abstract interpretation [1] is a general framework for defining and relating differ- 
ent semantics of transition systems. The most popular application of abstract inter- 
pretation is the design of data flow analysis for programming languages. Many data 
flow analyses have been designed for logic programs and often these analyses have 
the goal of inferring variable sharing information. This information is useful for 
many purposes: AND-parallelism [2], freeness [3], program transformation [4,5]. 
Probably the most popular domain for inferring sharing information is Sharing 
[6]. Despite the number of applications of Shar ing  and of studies of its properties 
[7-10], a fundamental property of Shar ing  is not yet known: whether its operations 
are complete [1,11] or at least optimal [1]. 
We answer this question here showing that the operations lub and projection of 
Shar ing  are complete (and thus optimal), whereas the unification operation is only 
optimal and not complete. To this end we also show the correctness of all three op- 
erations of Shar  i ng. As a matter of fact, the correctness of the unification of Shar -  
ing  has been already shown in Refs. [6,10], but in these works the domain is 
different from that considered here and thus we give the full proof of this result 
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too. It is worth mentioning that, in order to give a precise foundation to our results, 
we consider here an important point that arises when dealing with the concrete uni- 
fication and that is often neglected: do our results depend on a particular concrete 
unification algorithm? We show, exploiting a result of [12], that as long as idempo- 
tent most general unifiers (mgu's) are considered, the sharing does not depend on 
which mgu is considered. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some preliminary definitions. 
In Sections 3 and 4 the concrete interpretation Rsub and the abstract interpretation 
Shar ing  are introduced, each with its three operations: lub, projection and unifica- 
tion. In Section 5 we show that lub and projection of Shar ing  are complete and in 
Section 6 we show that abstract unification is optimal (but not complete). Finally, 
Section 7 discusses recent related works, in particular [9,10], and concludes. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Substitutions 
Let V be a countable set of variables, FP(V) be the set of finite subsets of variables 
of V, and Tv,c be the set of finite terms over V and an alphabet of function symbols 
G. A substitution a is a function in V ~ Tv,a such that a(x) ¢ x only for a finite num- 
ber of variables x. The set of support and the variable range of a are given by 
supp(a) = {x I a(x) ~ x} and var-range(a) = [.J{Var(ax) Ix E supp(a)}, where Var(t) 
denotes the set of variables occurring in t. The set of variables occurring in a is 
Var(a) = supp(a) tO vat-range(a). A substitution may be specified by listing its non- 
trivial bindings, viz., a = {x/a(x)[x ~ supp(a)}. Given two substitutions al and 
a2, their composition, denoted a2 oal ,  is {x/a2(al(x)) ]x E supp(al) and a2 
(~rl(x)) ¢x}  tO {y/a2(y)[y ~ supp(a2) \supp(al)}. A substitution a is idempotent 
when cr 0 a -- a. It is well-known that a is idempotent iff supp(a) N var-range(a) = 0. 
I f  there exists 0 such that az = ~ 0 al, then al is more general than a2. Let 
E = {t~ = s l , . . . ,  tk - sk} be a set of term equations. I f  a makes a(ti) syntactically 
identical to a(si) for each (ti = s,) E E, a is called a unifier of E. 
A most general unifier of E, mgu(E), is an idempotent unifier of E that is more gen- 
eral than all other unifiers of E. The set E is in solved form if it has the form 
{xl = q , . . .  ,x, - - t ,} where each xi is a distinct variable occurring in none of the 
terms tj. In this case, the substitution a = {xj/t~,... ,x,/tn} is an idempotent mgu 
of E. Any idempotent substitution a is an mgu of the corresponding set of equations 
in solved form, denote by Eq(a). 
We write Subst for the set of idempotent substitutions. Although Subst is not 
closed under composition, in a step of the execution of a logic program in which 
0 o a is constructed, it is always the case that, var-range(O)n supp(cr) = ~, which, 
provided that 0 and ~r are idempotent, ensures that 0 o a is also idempotent. 
2.2. Abstract interpretations 
According to [1], a data-flow analysis for a programming language L is a non- 
standard (abstract) semantics of L. Both the standard and an abstract semantics 
of L are obtained interpreting a generic semantics, where such an interpretation con- 
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sists of a domain of data-descriptions and of some operations on these data-descrip- 
tions. 
Let us recall some basic definitions [1,13]. Let C and D be complete lattices. Two 
functions 7DC : D -+ C and ~co : C -~ D form a Galois connection between D and C if 
Vc E C and Vd E D : ~cD(C) ED d ¢=ee c E_ c 7L~c(d). 
The function 7PC is called concretization and C92c is called abstraction. They are said 
to be adjoint because one is determined by the other [13]. For instance, 
Vd E D~ )'Dc(d) = Uc{c I c E C, yq)(c) ~D d}. The dual relation holds for UDC. This 
definition is equivalent to requiring that concretization and abstraction are mono- 
tonic and that the following two conditions hold: Vc E C,~'DC(O~cD(C))~-C C and 
Vd E D, O~CD(TDc.(d)) ~D d. 
A Galois connection is said to be a Galois h~sertion when 7De is injective or, equiv- 
alently, when :COD is onto. In this case, Vd C D, ~cD(TDc(d)) = d. 
Assume that an abstract operation /2 corresponds to a concrete one op. We say 
that/2 is correct with respect o op when 
Vd E D, #(d) ~D ~CD(Op(TDc(d))). 
The operation # is optimal when the above disequation becomes an equality. In 
[1,11], the stronger notion of completeness of an abstract operation is introduced 
and discussed. "]'he abstract operation/2 is complete when 
w, E 
Obviously, an optimal abstract operation is also correct. When there is a Galois in- 
sertion, it is also easy to see that a complete operation is also optimal, but the con- 
verse is not true. 
3. The concrete interpretation (Rsub, UR,, ~Rs, URs) 
Before introducing the concrete interpretation, some explanations are due. In this 
paper we adopt the classical abstract interpretation approach of [1,13]. In this ap- 
proach, both the concrete and the abstract semantics are obtained by instantiating 
a common generic semantics. This approach as the advantage of allowing modular 
correctness proofs: instead of proving the correctness (optimality, completeness) of
the whole abstract semantics w.r.t, the concrete one (for instance the SLD seman- 
tics), one can show the correctness (optimality, completeness) of each basic opera- 
tion. 
This approach as two important consequences on the concrete interpretation [14] 
adopted here. The elements of this domain consist of pairs where the first component 
is a set of substitutions (as usual) and the second component is a finite set of vari- 
ables that specifies the variables of interest, i.e., the variables the analysis wants to 
deals with. This second component is needed in order to account, in the concrete do- 
main, for the fact that the abstract semantics computes values concerning only finite 
sets of variables (in general, the variables of the clauses of the analyzed program). 
The second consequence is that the concrete interpretation i cludes also a projec- 
tion operation. This operation is the concrete counterpart of the abstract projection 
which, on the contrary, has a very important role in making the abstract semantics 
finitely computable. 
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Although non-standard, this choice of concrete domain allows to use an uniform 
notation for concrete/abstract values and operations, and this is the reason we adopt 
it [14,7,8]. Moreover, it enjoys two positive features: its values are almost identical to 
the sets of substitutions computed by Prolog programs, and the projection operation 
is very simple, matching the feeling that projection does not belong to the concrete 
semantics, but it is "inherited" from the abstract semantics, where it is necessary for 
achieving finiteness, as said above. 
3.1. Domain 
The set Rsub = [p(Subst) xFP(V)] U {Tin, ±m}. Rsub stands for restricted substi- 
tutions. The partial order of Rsub is defined as follows. Tm is the largest element, 
±R~ is the smallest one, whereas [Zl, Ul] ___R.~ [2"2, U2] iff Ul = U2 and Z1 C_ Z2. 
3.2. Least upper bound and greatest lower bound 
The operation Urn, which produces the least upper bound of two elements of 
Rsub, is as follows: for any k E Rsub, 7-m t_J~ k = Te~, ±m t_lm k = k, whereas 
f[Z~UZ2, U~] i fU j=U2,  [z,, U1] tags u~] 
TR~ otherwise. 
The greatest lower bound is defined on non-trivial elements by 
[2;1, U] ~m [2;2, U] = [2;1 n Z2, U]. In the other cases, it is ±m. Rsub is a complete lat- 
tice w.r.t. ___m- 
3.3. Projection 
The concrete projection m is the identity on the first argument when this is either 
Tm or -t-m, otherwise it is 
rCm : Rsub × FP(V) --~ Rsub 
([Z, U,], U~) ~ [Z, U, n U~]. 
3.4. Unification 
A unique operation [14] is considered that accounts for both forward and back- 
ward unifications. Its first argument is the set of substitutions computed at calling 
time, the second one is the set of substitution computed when returning from the call, 
and the third one is a (idempotent) mgu of the two atoms that are unified through the 
call. For using this operation as forward unification it suffices to set the second ar- 
gument o the identity substitution. In order to define the concrete unification Urn, it 
is convenient to introduce first the following function urn: 
uRs : Subst x Subst × Subst ~ Subst, 
(al, a2, 6) H mgu(Eq(al) U Eq(a2) U Eq(6)). 
U~ is strict: if either of the first two arguments i  LR~, the result is ±m. Otherwise, if 
one of these is -Tin, the result is Tin. The other cases are as follows: assume that 
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Var(6) C_ UI U U2; then 
Urn: Rsub xRsub xSubst ~ Rsub, 
([Z~, U1], [S2, U2],8)~ [{uR,(~r,,~rz, 6) [ where a~ e Z,,a2 e X2, 
and Var(al) n Var(a2) = ~}, U1 U U2]. 
Notice that at and a~_ are required to be renamed apart. Intuitively, this works be- 
cause a~ deals with the variables of the calling clause whereas a2 with those of the 
called clause only. 
4. The abstract interpretation (Sharing, Us~, nsh, Ush) 
4.1. Domam 
The abstract domain Sharing has been proposed by Jacobs and Langen in Ref. 
[6] in order to represent variable aliasing, covering, and groundness. Here we present 
a slightly different domain wrt the original proposal in that our domain shows explic- 
itly the variables of interest [7,8]. This is necessary in order to use this domain in a 
real static analysis in which values on different sets of variables (for instance, the 
variables of the clauses of the analyzed program) are generally computed. 
Shar ing  = {[,4, U] [A C_ ~o(U), (A ¢ (~ =~ ~ e A), U ~ FP(V)} U {Tsh, ±sh}. 
Sharing is partially ordered: q-sh is the largest element and As is the smallest one; for 
the other elements, [Al, Ul], ___sh [A2, U2] iff U1 = U2 and Ai C_ A2. 
4.2. Least upper bound and greatest lower bound 
The least upper bound of any two elements [Ai, U1] and [A2, U2] is defined by 
[AI,UI] [ASh [A2, U2] = {[A1 [3 A2, U1] ifUl U2, 
-Tsh otherwise. 
The greatest lower bound, if UI = U2 - U is [Aj NA2, U]. Otherwise, it is ±sh. The 
domain Shar ing  is a complete lattice w.r.t. _Csh. 
4.3. Abstraction 
Let for any y E V, occ(a,y) = {z E V [ y E Var(a(z))}. The abstraction function 
between Shar ing  and Rsub maps -LR~ to -Lsh and TRs to Tsh, whereas it is defined 
on non-trivial elements by 
if c = [{a}, u] then [{occ(a,y) n U [Y ~ V}, U], 
~RsSh(C') = if C = [Z, U] then Ush {aRsSh([{a}, U])[a E Z}. 
Intuitively, an element of the first component of aRs sh ([{a}, U]) is a set of variables in 
U that under a share the same variable. Observe that a variable of U is ground in 
[A, U] iff it does not appear in any set of the abstract state. Clearly, aR.~ sh is monoton- 
ic. In order to show that it admits an adjoint function and that the two functions 
form a Galois connection, it suffices by Ref. [13] to show the following result. 
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Proposition 4.1. The function ~R~ sh is join-complete, i.e., 
Proof. The limit cases in which X is empty or it contains Tin, or it consists of _l_m 
only, are immediate. Then, assume that X contains ome pairs IS, U]. All these pairs 
must have equal second component, otherwise both sides of the equation are trivially 
TRs. Then, it is sufficient o remind the definition of cq~,sh to conclude. [] 
The adjoint function of :%s, is: 
u]) = uR {[z, ul R ub I u]) ___s,, [A, U]}. 
Actually, ~R,.Sh and ~sh ~s define a Galois insertion between Rsub and Shar ing .  In 
fact the following Proposition shows that :~m.sh is onto. 
Proposition 4.2. For an), [A, U] E Shar ing ,  there exists a E Subst such that 
~R~,s~([{o'}, U]) = [A, U]. 
Proof. Let A = {BI,...Bm}. Consider Yl,...,Ym E V \  U. For each xE U, let 
Ix = {i [ 1 <~ i <. m,x c Bi}. The substitution a is defined by: 
a(x) = { fCvj''' ' ' 'yjh) if!~ifL={J~'''"Jh}'=0. 
It is easy to check that for such a a it holds C~R,.sh([{a}, U]) = [A, U]. [] 
Example 4.1. Let us illustrate the proposition above by a simple example. Let 
[14, U] be an element of Shar ing  with U= {xt,xz,x3,x4}, and A = {0, {xl,x2,x3}, 
{xz,x3}, {xl,x3}, {x3}}. The substitution a obtained according to Proposition 4.2 is 
based on the following correspondence b tween elements in A and variables in V \ U. 
)q 3'2 Y3 Y4 
The resulting substitution is
6" = {Xl l f (y , ,  Y3), X2 I f  (y,, Y2), X3 I f(y,,  Y2, Y3, Y4), x4/a  }. 
4.4. Projection 
In Shar ing  Projection is the identity on Ash and Tsh, whereas in the other cases 
it is defined through set-intersection: 
rrsh : Shar ing  × FP(V)  -~ Shar ing  
([A,,UI],U2)~--+ [{BfqU2 IB G AI},UI rq /--72] 
4.5. Unification 
Some auxiliary functions are useful [6] in order to define the abstract unification 
function Ush: 
• The closure under union ofA E ga(~o(V)), denoted A*, is the smallest superset of A 
satisfying X E A* A Y E A* --~ (X U Y) E A*. 
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The component ofA E ~)(~J(V)) that is relevant o a term t, denoted rel(A, t), is the 
set {S E A I Var(t) AS  ¢ 0}. 
If A,A'  E p(gJ(V)), the cross product A ®,A' is {(SUS' )  I S ¢_ A*,S' E A'*}. 
The basic unification step is performed by 
Ush: F,(FJ(V)) × Subst ~ ~J(p(V)) 
VA0 E ~(~o(V)), V6 C Subst, 6 = {~/ t ,  . . . .  , z . , / t~} 
Ush(A0, 6) = amgu.args(Ixl,... ,x,,], [h, . . . ,  tm], AO) 
amgu.args([ ], [],B) = B 
amgu.args([xl [if], [t, It], B) = amgu.args(Y, ~, amgu(xl, h, B)) 
amgu(x, t, B )= (B - (rel(x, B) U rel(t,B) ) ) U (ret(x, B) ® rel(t,B) ) 
The backward/forward unification USh is defined as follows. 
[A, U], IA', U'] E Sharing, with U N U' = I~, and let 6 E Subst 
Var(6) c_ U u U'. 
Ush : Sharing x Sharing x Subst --* Sharing 
Let 
with 
Ush([A, U], [A', U'], 6) = [Ush(A UA', fi), U U U']. 
5. Lub and projection of sharing are complete 
Correctness of least upper bound and projection operations have been proven, in 
a different setting, in Ref. [10] (see Section 7). Here, we show a stronger esult: that 
these operations are complete too. Completeness of lub operation follows immedi- 
ately from Proposition 4.1. 
Theorem 5.1. The lub of  Shar ing  is complete. 
Theorem 5.2. ~Zsh is complete with respect to ~Rs, i.e., Vc E Rsub and U2 E FP(V), 
~R.~ sh(~R~(e, U2)) : ~sh(~R~ s,,(c), U2). 
Proof. If c is either TRs or ±Rs, the result follows from the definition. Otherwise, 
consider c = [Z, U1]. We get 
by definition of ~ns 
= [{occ(o',y) N (U, n U2) l y ~ v , .  E Z}, U, n U2] 
by definition of ~R.,s'h 
= ~sh([{occ(a,y) n U, l Y E V, a E S}, U2] 
by definition of ~sh 
= ~(0~R.~,,([z', u~]) ,  u~) 
by definition of ~R, sJ,. 
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6. Unification of 8hating is optimal 
This Section is organized as follows. First we show that, when computing a mgu of 
a set of equations E, all idempotent mgu's of E carry the same sharing information. 
Thus the actual unification algorithm used has no effect on the sharing information 
as long as idempotent mgu's are computed. After this, we prepare the background 
for the optimality proof. First some notation is fixed and some technical facts are 
proven. Then, it is shown that Ush is correct and optimal w.r.t. UR., but not com- 
plete. 
6.1. Idempotent mgu's and sharing 
In Section 3 of Ref. [12] the following result is shown: 
Theorem 6.1. Two idempotent mgu's #1 and #2 of some set of equations E satisfy the 
following two conditions: 
1. Vat(#1)= Var(#2); 
2. There is {xl /yl , . . . ,x, , /y,} C_ #l, with all the Yi distinct, such that ].12 -~-  
{y,/x, , . . .  ,y,/x,} o 121 .
From this result it is easy to show the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. Let #l and #2 be two idempotent mgu's of the same equation set. For any 
u c u]) = u]) .  
ProoL When U = Var(pi) (recall that by point (1) of Theorem 6.1, Var(tq)= 
Var(It2)), the result follows immediately from Theorem 6.1, point (2). When 
U ¢ Var(#i), just use the definition of ~Rs h. [] 
6.2. Notation 
In what follows, let [A1, U1] and [A2. U2] E Shar ing  with U1 fq U2 = ¢). Let 
also R0 =A1 toA2 and U0 = Ul tO U2 and 6 = {x j /h , . . .  ,xn/t,} E Subst such that 
Var(6) C_ Uo. Recall that 
Ush([A1, Ul], [A2, U2], 6) = [nsh(Ro, 6), U0]. 
The operation Ush(Ro, 6) treats the bindings of 6 one at the time. We denote by Ri 
the subset of p(U0) computed after having handled the first i bindings. The operation 
Ush generates sets of variables by taking the union of already present sets. Observing 
the computation of Ush(R0, 6) one can reconstruct which elements of Ro are unioned 
in order to generate ach element of Rn. i If an element of R, is generated in several 
ways, just any one of them will be considered. 
In what follows we will consider S E R, and assume that it is generated by taking 
the union o fK  = {B1,... ,Bk} C_ R0. Clearly, i fk  is 1 then S = Bj C R0. 
1 More precisely, one could mimic the computation f USh (Ro, 6) computing {B1,..., Bh } whenever that 
function computes tO,ell,hlgi. 
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6.3. Technical results 
Assume the notation fixed above. K satisfies the following 3 facts: 
Fact 1. Vi E [1, n], x~ E S +=~ S N Var(ti) 7 ~ O. 
Fact 2. If S ~ R0 then Vj E [1, k], 3i E [1, n] such that Bj N Var(xi = ti) ¢ O. 
Fact 3. Let us define the following relation ~ between elements of K: B~91Bj if and 
only if there exists I E [1, n], such that Bi CI Var(xl  = tl) 7 L 0 and Bj N Var(xl = tt) ¢ O. 
Let 91+ be the transitive closure of 9t; then it must be that Vi, j E [1,k],Bg91+Bj. 
Proof of Fact 1. (=~) I fxi E S then x, appears also in Ri, and then, by definition of 
Ush, it must be that UR~_I n Var(ti) ~ (~. Moreover, each element B E R~ that contains 
xi, contains also a variable in Var(ti). Thus, this must be also true for S, that contains 
at least one of these sets. The same reasoning proves the (~=)-direction. [] 
Proof of Fact 2. It suffices to observe that if 3. jE[l ,k], such that 
Vi E [1, n], B i N Var(xi = ti) = 0, then, Ush could not combine Bj with any other 
element of R0, and thus S could not be produced. [] 
Proof of Fact 3. Assume that there are i and j E [1, k] such that Bi91+Bj is false. In 
this case, Kcan be partitioned in two parts: K r = {B E K ] BieR+B} and K" = K - K', 
such that each binding of 6 has variables in common with at most one of [,J K ~ and 
[.J K". From this, by induction on n, it follows that elements of K ~ and K" are never 
unioned in the computation of Ush(R0, 6). Thus, the set S (see Section 6.2) cannot 
belong to Ush(R0, 6). Contradiction. [] 
6.4. Correctness 
As already mentioned in the Introduction, the correctness of the abstract unifica- 
tion of Shar ing  was already shown in Ref. [6]. In a different setting, also Ref. [10] 
proves it. However, since the domain we consider is different and for the sake of 
completeness, we give the full proof of this result too. 
Theorem 6.3. The abstract unification Ush is correct with respect o UR,. 
Proof. Let [A1, Ut], [/t2, 52] E Shar ing  with U1 I"-1 U2 = 0. Let also Ro = As UAz and 
Uo = U1 tA U2 and 6 = {Xl/h, . . .  ,x, /t ,} E Subst such that Var(6) C_ Uo. The claim of 
the Theorem is: 
U,], [A:, U:], 6) U,]), U:]), 6)). 
Let for i E [1,2], ai E r-i, where [Z,, U)] = 7sh.e.~([Ai, Ui]) such that Var(al ) (-1 Var(a2) = 
0 as required by the concrete unification, cf. Section 3.4. Because of this assumption, 
an (idempotent) rngu of Eq(al) tO Eq(a2) is simply the union of the bindings of these 
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two substitutions, i.e., P0 = al U a2. Therefore, it is true that 
uRs(al, a2, 6) = mgu(Eq(al)tO Eq(a2)(-J Eq(6)) 
= mgu(Eq(po ) tO Eq(6)). 
It is convenient for this proof to consider the following construction of this mgu: let 
Eq(6) = {xl = t l , . . . , x ,  = t,}, first we compute mgu(po(xl = tl)) = #l, then if 
Pl = #1 °P0, we compute mgu(pj(x2 = t2))= #2, then we apply Pz = #2°Pl to 
x3 = t3 and so on. At the end of this process the obtained substitution p, is an idem- 
potent mgu of E = Eq(po) U Eq(6) and thus, by Lemma 6.2, whatever we can prove 
about its sharing, this holds for any other idempotent mgu of E. 
Below, the notation fixed in Section 6.2 will be used again. In particular, the com- 
putation of Ush([R0, U0], 6]) is performed in a way similar to that just described for 
Pl . . . .  , p,: the bindings of 6 are considered one at the time and Ri is the value ob- 
tained after having considered the first i bindings of 6. 
We prove by induction that 
Vi E [0, n], 7shRs(IR,, U0]) ---R.~ [{Pi}, U0]. 
From this fact the theorem follows by observing that Ush([AI,U~],[Az, U2],b) 
= JR,, U0], and by using the definition of Galois connection. 
Base ( i=0) .  From the assumption, ViE [l,2],ai E 7shRs([Ai, Ui]), and 
U~ n U2 = 0. It follows that [{P0}, U0] E 7Sh ~([R0, U0]). 
Step (i > 0). Assume now that the above statement holds for [R~ _~, U0] and pi_ l, 
and consider #~ = mgu(pi_l(xi = ti)) and p~ = #i o Pi- l. 
Observe that, by the definition of the operator occ, occ(p~,y) N Uo :/: ¢J only for 
y E var-range(pl) tA (Uo \ supp(p,)). Thus, we need to show that for each y either in 
the var-range ofp~ or in Uo \ supp(p~), it is true that (occ(p~,y) n Uo) E R~. We distin- 
guish two cases. 
1. y f[ Var(p~_~(x~ = t,)). This implies that 
occ(pi_ , ,y) (-/Var(xi = ti) = O. (+) 
On the one hand, from (+) it follows that all the bindings of P~-I concerning y are 
unchanged in p~. Moreover, no new binding concerning y can be added in p~ be- 
cause y ~_ Var(pi_l(xi = t,)). Thus, occ(pi,y) = occ(p~_l,y ).
On the other hand, (+) implies that (occ(pi_l,y) A Uo) q[ reI(xi = t~,R~_l) and 
thus, by definition of Ush, occ(p~._l,y) fq Uo is not modified after precessing the 
ith binding of 6. Hence, occ(pi,y ) fq Uo E Ri. 
2. y E Var(p~_l(x~=ti)). Let B=occ(#i ,y) .  Observe that B C0  since #~= 
mgu(p~, l(x~ = t~)). In p~, y will be shared by all the variables that in pi_~ share 
some variable in B. More precisely, 
o c(p ,y) n Vo = w) n w c s}. 
By induction hypothesis, all the sets occ(p~_~, w), w E B, are in Ri_¿. In order to 
conclude the proof we show that Ush computes their union. 
Since each weB is in Var(p~_l(X~ =ti)),  it must be that occ(p~_~,w)~ 
Var(xi = t~) ~ O. Thus, since Uo D_ Var(xi = t,), it follows that occ(p~_~, w) ~ Uo E 
rel(x, = t~, R,_~). This shows that all the sets occ(p~_~, w) n Uo that must be union- 
ed to produce occ(p~,y) N Uo, are considered by Us~ when it handles x~ = tz. 
It remains to show that some of these sets are in rel(x~,R,_~) and some in 
rel(ti, Ri_~). If this is the case, in fact, Ush produces, among others, also the set 
occ(pi,y) N Uo. 
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To this end, observe that B contains at least one variable, call it z~, that occurs 
in p,_~ (x,) and at least one, call it z2, that occurs in p~_~ (t~), in fact,/~,, is a unifier of  
p~_t(x,. = t~) and thus y must be on both sides of l~(p~__~(x~ = t~)). Two possible 
cases may apply to z~: 
0 Pi_l(Xi)~---Xi=-ZI. In this case, since x i~Uo,  xi(z-occ(pi_l,Xi) f"lUo¢~). 
Hence occ(pi_~,xi ) n Uo will be in rel(xi,Ri--l). 
o P~-I (xi) ~ x~. In this case, occ(p~ ~, zl) ~ Uo contains x~ and thus this set is in- 
cluded in rel(xi,Ri. 1) too. 
A similar reasoning applies to z2. This concludes the proof. [] 
6.5. Optimality 
Let us turn now to the proof  of optimality of the abstract unification. The idea 
behind the proof  is that for each set S in the result of  an abstract unification 
Us/, ([A1, U1 ], [A2, U~], b) we may identify a pair of  concrete substitutions G1, a2, repre- 
sented by each of  the two abstract states, such that the result of  the concrete unifi- 
cation UR,(al,~2,6) is a substitution whose abstraction is [{S, 0}, U1 t J b~]. The 
substitutions at and a2 are defined according to the following idea. The set S is ob- 
tained as the union of sets {Bt . . . .  ,B~} C A~ UA2. The case that k= 1 is simple. 
When k > 1 it must be that for each i ¢ [1,k],B~ A Var(6) # O. The substitutions a~ 
and a2 assign to each variable x ¢ S a term containing new variables wt , , . . . ,  w:~ that 
correspond to those sets in {B l , . . . ,  Bk} that contain x. These terms are such that the 
unification of Eq(aj )U Eq(a2)U Eq(6) causes the unification of all these new vari- 
ables. Therefore, in an mgu of Eq(a l )UEq(a~)UEq(3)  all the variables in S are 
bound to terms containing the same new variable and only that one. On the con- 
trary, variables not in S will be bound to ground terms. 
Theorem 6.4. The abstract unification Ush is optimal with respect to URs. 
Proof. Let [A1, UI], [A2, U2] ¢ Shar ing  with Ul N U2 = ~. Let also Ro = Al UA2 and 
Uo = U1 U L~ and 6 = {x j /h , . . .  ,x , / t ,}  ¢ Subst such that Var(6) C_ Uo. The claim is: 
Uxh([Al, U1], [A2, &~], 6) = ~R.~.sh(UR.~(Ts,,R.,.([A,, U,]) 7sh.R,([A2, U2], 6)). 
In the light of  the correctness hown in Theorem 6.3, we only need to show the fol- 
lowing point (A): 
(A) Ush([A, : UI], [,42, U21,0) V-sh ~n,.sh(Un.,.(Tsh,m([A,, U ]), 7sh,R.~([A2, U23, 6)) 
Again, the notation introduced in Section 6.2 is used below. Let also for i ¢ [1,2], 
Ir~, U~] = 7sh,R.,.([A~, U~I). We will show the following statement (X) that immediately 
implies (A): 
(X) VS E R,,, there are c~t, or2 ¢ Subst, such that: 
(a) cq E Xl, a2 E £2, and l/hr(c;1) n Var(tr2) = ~; 
(b) UR.~(aj, ~2, 6) L~ successful; 
(c) if UR.~(C;,, O'2, 6) = p,, then Z~e.,..s#([{p,}, U0]) = [{S}, U0]. 2 
2 Observe that, for the sake of simplicity, we do not show the empty set in the first component of 
[{S}, U0]. This causes no problem and is done throughout this proof. 
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Recall from the notation of Section 6.2 that S = U K, with K = {B1,..., Bk} C_ R0. 
The following additional notation is needed: 
• for each B~ E K, let w~ be a distinct extra variable not in U0; 
• for each xES ,  B~={B[BEK,  xEB};  notice that, by the hypothesis that 
U~ n U2 = 0, if x E U~ then UBx _c U~; in fact, we can partition K in two parts, 
Ki = {B~ E K [B~ c_ U~ } and Kz defined analogously; notice also that for any 
x,y E U,. we may have Bx M By ¢ O; 
• N = max{lB~ I Ix E S}; 
• fixing x ~ S, and letting B~ = {Bt~ . . . .  , Bt~ }, then the new variables associated to 
these sets will be denoted, wt~,..., w~ h. 
The substitutions cr~ and a2 will be defined through one substitution P0 such that 
supp(po) = U0; al and a2 can be recovered from P0 by separating the bindings con- 
cerning Ul from those concerning U2; var-range(po) consists only of the extra vari- 
ables w#. The substitution P0 is defined in the following four points: 
1. For each x E S M Var(6) there are two cases to distinguish: 
(a) If x E var-range (6), then 
Po(X ) = s ( w,,, w,, ), ¢( w,,, w,, ) , . . . ,  c( ), c( w,,, w,, ), . . . c(w,, ,  w,, !) 
lh times N -- lh times 
(b) I fx  E supp(6), then x -= xr for some r E [1,n], i.e., x is the left-hand side of 
the r-th binding, xr/tr, of 6. In this case, po(x)= ~(t~), where for each 
y E Var(tr) \ S, ~(y) = a, for some constant a, whereas i fy  E S M Var(tr), ~(y) is 
as follows: 
--- s l  w,2t,ciw,2, w, l . . . . .  . . ,c iw, , ,  w,,! l  
lh times N-  l h times 
2. For each x E S \ Var(6), po(x) = s(wt,, . . . ,  wth). 
3. For each x E Var(6) \ S there are two cases to consider: 
(a) i fx  E var-range(6), then po(x) = a 
(b) if x E supp(6), then x -  x~ for some binding x~/t~ of 6. In this case, 
po(x) = ffa(t~), where ~ binds to the constant a all variables in tr. 
4. For each x E U0 \ (S U Var(6)), po(x) = a, for some constant a. 
Now, it remains to verify that P0 satisfies tatement (X), i.e. that the bindings of p0 can 
be partitioned into two substitutions a~ E S~ and a2 E $2 satisfying points (a) to (c). 
Proof of point (X.a). Let al = {x/t E Po [ x E U1}; o'2 is defined similarly. Obviously, 
these two substitutions have disjoint supp sets. They have also disjoint var-range sets 
because for each x in U1, Var(po(x)) C_ {wt,,... ,wt~} and each of these variables 
corresponds to a set in Bx C_ A1. Thus, for any y E U2, Var(po(y)) fq Var(po(x)) = 0. 
To see that a~ E Z~, it suffices to observe that the construction of Po yields the 
following point (Y): 
(Y) U Ki c_ supp (al), and the variables in U Ki are exactly the variables not 
ground in ai, and for each such variable x, Var(ai(x) --= {wl~,..., wt~}. 
From point (Y) it follows immediately that ~tmsh(I{ai}, U~]) = [K~, U,.] ___ [A,, U~], 
and thus a~ E Zi. 
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Proof of point (X.b). Consider for each equation (xi = ti) C Eq(6), the two terms 
po(xi) and po(ti). In order to show that they are unifiable, we distiguish two cases: 
1. One of them is ground: this may arise either when x~ ~ S or when Var(t~) n S = O. 
o When xi ¢; S (i.e., case 3(b) of the def. of Po), by Fact 1 of Section 6.3, we 
have Var(ti) N S := 0. Thus, po(ti) is ground too, and, by definition of P0, it 
is identical to po(xi). 
o The case Var(ti)N S = 0 is analogous to the previous one. 
2. Both terms are non-ground terms. In this case, the following points come easily 
from the definition of P0 above: 
(Zl) the only variables in the equation po(x,) = p0(t,) are extra variables w/; 
(Z2) po(xi) and po(ti) differ only for having different variables in corresponding 
leaf positions; 
(Z3) solving the equation po(x~ = ti) causes only the unification of all the present 
variables with each other, leaving all variables free. 
Thus, in both cases, the unification is successful. 
Proof of point (X.c). Two cases are distinguished: 
1. Case S n Var(6) = 0. Here, K = {S} and S C Ai for some i C [1,2]. Let us fix such 
an i. By the proof of point (X.a), ~RsSh([{P0},/3,-]) = [{S}, Ui]. From the same 
proof, it follows also that in P0 only the variables in S are not ground, and that 
they all share only the (extra) variable w ~ U0 corresponding to S. Hence, 
~nssh([{po}, U0]) = [{S}, U0]. Now, observe that, by point (X.b)(1), the equations 
p0(x, = ti) are ground identities. This means that they are simply eliminated by 
the unification algorithm. Thus, p, --- P0, as expected. 
2. Case S N ~r(6) ~ 0. Let us examine the computation ofmgu(Eq(po ) U Eq(6)). It is 
well-known that, in computing an (idempotent) mgu of a system of equations, we 
may consider the equations in any order. We consider the unification of po(Eq(6) 
first, and then we apply the computed mgu to Eq(Po). 
o Point (Z1) above, shows that only extra variables occur in po(Eq(6)); 
o Fact 2 of Section 6.3 implies that all the extra variables wl,. • •, w~ occur m 
po(Eq(6)); 
o Fact 3 together with point (Z3) prove that, in the unification process, all the 
(extra) variables present in po(Eq(6)) are unified in a single variable. Thus an 
mgu of po(Eq(6)) is It = {wl/wk,.. . ,  wk-i/wk}. We can substitute Eq(#) to 
po(Eq(~)) and continue the unification with Eq(l~) U Eq(po); 
o Point (Y) guarantees that extra-variables w~ may appear only in the var- 
range of P0. Hence, by the definition of l~, #(Eq(Po)) is in solved form. 
It is also easy to see that Eq(l~) U it(Eq(po)) is in solved form. Thus, it repre- 
sents an idempotent rngu of our initial system Eq(po ) UEq(6). The 
corresponding mgu is p~ = It o Po. From point (Y) and the definition of It 
it follows that in p~ exactly the variables of S are not ground and 
that they all share the extra variable w~, that is the only variable in vat-range 
(P,). 
From the previous points, we get ~R.,'Sh([{Pn}, /30]) = [{S},/3o] (recall that wk ~ U0, 
and thus it is filtered out by the abstraction). This completes the proof of the the de- 
sired statement (X) and of the whole Theorem as well. D 
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As a final remark, observe that Ush is not complete. For instance, consider 
UI = {x}, U2 = {z}, and let a= {x/ f (a ,w)} ,  and 6 = {x/ f ( z ,a )} .  In this case, 
c~e, sh(UR,([{aj }, Ul], [{0}, U2], 6)) is equal to [{0}, Ui tl U21, whereas the correspond- 
ing abstract unification Us~([{ x}, ~}, U,], [{{z}, 0}, U,], ~) results to be equal to 
[{{X,Z}, 0}, U 1 U U2]. 
7. Conclusions and related works 
Recently, several researchers have studied the domain Shar ing and its opera- 
tions. Codish et al. in Ref. [10] propose an alternative way of representing set-sharing 
information. In place of collecting the sets of variables that may share a common 
variable, as Shar ing  does, they associate to each variable the set of variables that 
may be contained in the terms bound to that variable. Clearly this new domain is 
isomorphic to Shar ing .  In Ref. [10] the abstract operations of this new domain 
are also discussed. The abstract unification is based on an associative commutative 
and idempotent equality theory. Abstract lub is shown to be complete, whereas only 
the correctness of the abstract unification and projection are shown (cf. Theorem 7 
of Ref. [10]). In the light of the optimality result shown in the present paper, it is ex- 
pectable that also the abstract unification of Ref. [10] can be proven optimal. 
In Ref. [9] it is proved that a strict abstraction, SS p, of Sharing is sufficient for 
computing pair-sharing. This means that, when analyzing programs, in place of 
using Shar ing ,  we may use the more abstract SS p obtaining exactly the same 
pair-sharing information. This is important because abstract unification in SS p is 
polynomial whereas that in Shar ing  is exponential. 
It is worth mentioning that, as Bagnara et al. remark in Ref. [9], SS p is the quo- 
tient of Shar ing  with respect o pair-sharing, where the notion of quotient was in- 
troduced in Ref. [7]. 3 
In the light of the result of Bagnara et al., it is natural to wonder whether there are 
analyses for which the Shar ing  domain is still needed or for all practical applica- 
tions it can be replaced by the more efficient SSC 
In order to answer this question, we need to explain briefly the relation between 
SS ~ and Shar ing .  For each element [S, U] c Shar ing ,  the corresponding abstrac- 
tion in SS p is [p(S), U], where, intuitively, p(S) adds to S every subset of U that does 
not introduce any new pair-sharing to that already expressed by S. 
Thus, for instance, SS ~' cannot distinguish between the following two values 
of Shar ing :  S, = [{{x ,y} ,{x ,z} ,{y ,z}} ,U]  and $2 = [{{x,y},{x ,z} ,{y ,z} ,  
{x,y,z}},  U], where U = {x,y.z}. Observe in fact that: 
p({{x,y}, {x,z}, {y,z}}) : {y,z}, {x,y,z}}) 
= {{x,y}, {x,z}, {y,z}, 
Being able to distinguish between these two sharing situations may be important for 
optimizations concerning the AND parallel execution of Prolog programs. Assume 
we want to execute p(x), q[v), r(z) by means of parallel processes. In situations rep- 
3 Observe that Sharing isalso studied in[7], where its quotient with respect to groundness information is 
characterized as the well-known domain De f consisting ofdefinite propositional formulas. 
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resented by S~ we are sure that no variable is shared by more than two processes, 
whereas in the situations represented by $2 all three processes may share a variable. 
Good strategies for deciding which goals should be solved in parallel might use such 
information. 
Finally, it is interesting to observe that the relation between Shar ing  and pair- 
sharing has also been studied in Ref. [15], with a different goal: to use the comple- 
mentation operation Ref. [8], in order to decompose the domain Shar ing  into three 
simpler domains, each expressing one of the difl'erent information that coexist in 
Shar ing ,  namely, groundness, pair-sharing and set-sharing information. The re- 
duced product of these three components gives Shar ing  back. It is worthwhile to 
mention that in that paper it is shown that Shar ing  cannot be obtained as the re- 
duced product of a domain PS expressing only pair-sharing with some other domain 
more abstract han Shar ing .  More precisely, in Ref. [15] it is shown that the com- 
plement of PS with respect o Shar ing  is Shar ing  itself 
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